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BOUNDARY TANGENTIAL CONVERGENCE
ON SPACES OF HOMOGENEOUS TYPE

PATRICIO CIFUENTES, JOSÉ R. DORRONSORO AND JUAN SUEIRO

Abstract. We study tangential convergence of convolutions with approximate

identities of functions defined on a homogeneous type space and having a certain

regularity. Our results contain those already known for the Euclidean case

and give new ones for stratified nilpotent Lie groups and for solutions of the

Dirichlet problem on Lipschitz domains.

1. Introduction

Given an IP function /, it is very well known that its Poisson integral

u(y, t) = Pt* f(y) converges nontangentially (i.e. inside cones Y(x) = {(y, t) :

\y - x\ < (1 + X)t}) to f(x) for a.a. x e RN ; it is also very well known that

convergence fails when the approach regions have a certain degree of tangen-

tiality.
However, when f has certain regularity, tangential convergence does indeed

hold. More concretely, defining

£ly,x(x) = {(y,t):\y-x\<(\+X)?},

Ty,J(x) = sup{\u(y, t)\ = \Pt*f(y)\: (y, t) e Cly,x(x)},

Nagel, Rudin and Shapiro prove that for / in the space W'a = {Ja* F: F e

Lp} of Bessel potentials of IP functions, 1 < p < oo, ap < N, the inequality

\\T\-ap/N,xf\\p < G||/||(yp.« ,

holds for a constant C independent of /. (See [NRS]; there is also an anal-

ogous result when ap = TV.) Their argument relies on a weak type inequality

combined with the so called strong capacitary estimates.

Later on, A. Nagel and E. M. Stein [NS] introduced a new approach to the

study of tangential convergence. Given a function F(y, t), y e RN, t > 0,

they defined weighted tangential maximal operators

Msa,y,pF(x) = sup{ôNl"ta\F(y, St)\: (y, t) e Qy,i(x),St < ?},

for which they proved

\\MÔ F\\   < CWMFW\\Ma,l-ap/N,pr Up = L-\\lyr\\P'
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where C is independent of ô . Since they also show, using special identities

for Bessel functions, that for / = JaF and U = Pt * F ,

Ty,,f(x) < C (mAx) + f^2^-N^M2\^pU(x)\ ,

if ap < N one recovers the IP estimate for Tx_ap/N^f ■

Until now we have only considered regions with the maximum degree of

tangentiality, i.e., y = 1 - ap/N. When 1 - ap/N < y < 1 , P. Ahern and
A. Nagel proved [AN] that if my — N - ap and p is a measure on a space of

homogeneous type such that p(B(x, r)) < Crm , then

\\Mly>pF\\mdll) < C\\NF\\P

(the general case in R^ follows by dilation), and as a consequence they obtain

tangential convergence results with respect to the Q7i¿ with the exceptional sets

having now zero (N - a/?)/y-Hausdorff measure for functions in Wp<a or in

the Besov spaces Bpa'p.

Tangential convergence has also been studied in the unit ball of CN [Go, Su]

and for other spaces of regular functions [Do]. In this paper we will consider

the situation in the setting of the spaces of homogeneous type, proving abstract

tangential convergence results for certain spaces of "regular" functions which

in the R^ case contain the ones mentioned above, proceeding then to give

applications to functions on stratified nilpotent Lie groups and to solutions of

Dirichlet problems on Lipschitz domains.
More specifically, in §2, using the method in [Su], we prove a strong Lp

estimate for weighted tangential maximal functions on spaces of homogeneous

type with respect to Hausdorff content, rather than singular measures, as was

the case in [AN and Su]. We thus avoid the need of a general Frostman lemma.
In §3 we define the classes Cp>a of "regular" functions on spaces of homoge-

neous type by means of an abstract notion of local approximation by averaging

operators, and we prove strong LP estimates with respect to Hausdorff content

for tangential maximal functions of "Poisson integrals," i.e., convolutions with

approximate identities of dilation type, of these functions.

We consider in §4 stratified nilpotent Lie groups and prove that the Sobolev

spaces associated to their Lie algebra are continuously imbedded in the spaces

Cp •a defined by means of suitable averaging operators. As a consequence, we

obtain in particular tangential convergence results for harmonic functions on

generalized half-spaces and on symmetric spaces, and for Cauchy-Szegö and

Poisson-Szegö integrals on the Siegel domains lying "above" Heisenberg groups.

Section 5 is concerned with Dirichlet problems on Lipschitz domains with

boundary data in the Sobolev space Wp > ' for whose solutions we prove tan-

gential convergence except on an exceptional set of appropriate Hausdorff di-

mension. The results of §3 cannot be applied here directly, since in general

one lacks the necessary estimates for the Poisson kernel, and we make instead
use of the deep estimates for harmonic measure and the kernel function due to

Caffarelli, Dahlberg, Fabes, Jerison and Kenig among others (see [CFMS, Dal

and JK]). Although we will restrict our exposition to the Laplacian, the same

results also apply to more general second order elliptic operators in divergence

form.
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Finally, in §6 we discuss the situation when ap equals the homogeneous

dimension (when ap is strictly greater than the dimension, the spaces Cp'a

contain only, as it happens in the R^ case, continuous functions), where we

will prove a weak type estimate for the tangential maximal operators. The

section ends with a brief discussion on nontangential convergence.

2. Tangential maximal functions

In this section we study certain tangential maximal operators M^yp on

spaces of homogeneous type. We prove a strong LP estimate with respect to

Hausdorff content (Theorem 2.1). This result is related to Theorem 4' in [NS],

Theorem 6.1 and Lemma 6.2 in [AN], and Theorem 1.7 and Propositions 1.12

and 3.5 in [Su]. We shall follow the method of [Su] in order to prove Theorem

2.1. It may be interesting to notice that the argument of [NS and AN], based

on an atomic decomposition for tent spaces, does not seem to work here, the

difficulty being that we are dealing with Hausdorff content rather than with a

true measure.

We shall work in a space of homogeneous type (X, d, p) (see [CW] for more

information on these spaces). Thus, d is a quasidistance on X, i.e., it satisfies,

in addition to the other usual properties of a distance, a quasitriangle inequality

d(x, z) < A^(d(x, y) + d(y, z)) with constant K > 1. We shall assume that

the Borel measure p is ß-homogeneous for some Q > 0. This means that,

writing \E\ for the //-measure of the set E, we have

\B(x,r)\ = \{yeX:d(y,x)<r}\~rQ,

that is CrQ < \B(x, r)\ < rQ/C for some constant C > 0 (here and in what

follows, C will stand for any absolute numerical constant whose concrete value

may vary on each appearance).

We recall now the definition of Hausdorff content H™ , and Hausdorff mea-

sure Hm of dimension m , 0 < m < Q. For 0 < p < oo, and E a subset of

X, write

Hf(E) = inf I £ rf : E c |J B(x,, r,), r,< p\ ,

and
Hm(E) = supHpn(E) = lim H?{E).

p>0 p^o

The following facts are easy consequences of the definitions:

(oo        \ oo

\JeA <£//"(£,);
i=l    /      1=1

(2) H£{B(x, r)) ~ rm ;

Hm(E) = 0   if and only if   H™(E) = 0.

In the upper half-space X x (0, oo) we define the following "approach re-

gions" to the "boundary" X. For 0 < y < 1 , I > 0 and x 6 X set

QyM) = {(y,r)eXx (0, oo): d(x,y) < (1 +X)r*, r < 1}.

Notice that for X = RN, the region ílXjí(x) is the usual nontangential cone

Y¿(x), whereas if 0 < y < 1 , Qy¡x(x) is a tangential approach region at x,
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making contact of order \/y . For general X we still use these two adjectives

although their geometrical meaning is no longer present. In what follows we

will assume X to be fixed once and for all. Associated to these regions we

define the nontangential and (weighted) tangential maximal functions of an

F : X x (0, oo) —» C as follows: for <î > 1, a>0, 0 < p < oo, and x e X, set

NF(x)=     sup     \F(y,r)\
(y,r)erx(X)

and

MsaypF(x)=       sup       ôQ'pra\F(y,ôr)\.
(y,r)€Q?ii(x)

ôr<rr

We now have

Theorem 2.1. Assume 0 < p < oo, ô > 1, a>0, 0 < y < 1, 0 < m < Q, and

m = (Q- ap)/y. Then

IK^IIlTO = [j™H£{{Msa,y<pF > t})tp-"dt}   " < C\\NF\\P,

where the constant C is independent of ô and \\ \\p stands for the Lp norm

with respect to p.

Proof. Without loss of generality, assume F is nonnegative. Notice that

Mty>pF(x) = (M%p,7A(Fp)(x))l/p,

so it suffices to prove the theorem in the case p — \. Setting S* = S(m-Q)yKl-y),

it is readily seen that or < rY implies ¿era < ô*, since m = (Q - a)/y. For
x > 0 and a > 0 define

E(x, a) = {xe X: 3(y, r) e Qy<x(x),ör < ry,F(y,ôr) > x, ôQr" > a};

then, E(x, a) is empty if a > ô*.

The theorem will be an immediate consequence of the following two lem-

mas which relate the size of the sets E(x, a) to the distribution functions of

M5a y XF and NF.

Lemma 2.2. There exists an absolute constant D such that

/     H™({MsayXF>t})dt<D dx        HZ(E(x,a))da.
Jo Jo Jo

Proof. If MôaylF(x) > t > 0, then ¿QraF(y,ar) > t for some (y, r) e

Qj, ¿(x) with or <ry. Let j and k be integers so that

2jS* < ôQra < 2j+lâ*, 2k < F (y, Or) < 2k+i ;

in particular, ; < -1 . Then x e E(2k, VÔ*), 2k+{V+x6* > t and thus, by

(1),

HZ{{Mi<y<lF>t})<     YI     HZ(E(2k,VÔ*)).
2k+Jó*>t/4
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Therefore,

foo oo        -1       r2k+i+2S"

/    HZ({Mêa,yAF>t})dt<   £    E   / HZ(E(2k,VÔ*))dt

OO —1

= 4^2^ VÔ*H™(E(2k,VÔ*))

lc= — oo       j=-oo

|»00 f>ö*

<D        dx        H™(E(x,a))da.
Jo        Jo

Lemma 2.3. There is a constant C depending only on the space X such that

HZ(E(x,a))da<C\{NF>x}\.fJo
Proof. Let 3ê = {Bk} = {B(xk, rk)} be a Whitney decomposition (see [CW])

of N(x) = {NF > x} , that is, a family of balls in X verifying (i) N(x) = \Jk Bk ;
(ii) the balls Bk are Ä-disjoint, i.e., no point of X lies in more than h distinct

Bk ; (iii) B(xk, hrk) is not contained in N(x). The constant h depends only

on the space X.
If x e E(x, a) there is some (y, r) e Q.ytx(x) with or < r7 so that

F(y, ôr) > x and 3Qra > a. Then, B(y, or) c N(x), so y e Bk for some k .

By (iii), there exists z e B(xk , hrk) - N(x) (set difference); so, z £ B(y, or)

and thus, by the triangle inequality,

or < d(z, y) < K(d(z, xk) + d(xk , y)) < K(h + I)rk = h'rk .

Therefore

d(x, xk) < K(d(x, y) + d(y, xk)) < K(ry + rk)

<K
h'rk

+ rk    < C,
6)

+ rk

with Ci = Kh' > K(h'Y .
Write & as ^" U^2, with 3§x = {Bk: rk < (rk/S)y} and &2 = {Bk: rk >

(rk/SY} . Since a < <5<V < ô^(h'rk/ô)a , it follows that, if we define B'k =

B(xk, 2Cx(rk/ÔY) for Bk e â§x and B'k = B(xk,2Cxrk) for Bk e &2, we
have

/ \

E(x,a)c U    K
\ a<Cv

with C2 = h'Q > h'a and hence,

Bk€£&'

u (  U K ) ,
ßke&2

S* c

í    H£(E(x,a))da<  í
Jo Jo E    HZM)

Bke&
{a<C2SQ-ar£

\da + ö*   E   H^B'k)
Bke^2

<C  E  ôQ~arak(rk/ôym + C  E  ô^m-Q)y/{l-y)rkn,

Bk&^' Bkzm
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by (2) and the definition of S*.   In the first sum, sQ-(a+ym)ra+ym _ rQ {qj.

a + ym = Q. In the second sum, ô~y < rk~y, so 8~y^x~y) < rk and

¿-(Q-m)y/(l-y)rm < rQ-mrm _
K     —      K fC

Thus

/    H™(E(x, a))da < C^rf < C^\Bk\ < Ch\{NF > x}\.

3. Tangential behavior of regular functions

We will define regular functions on the space of homogeneous type X in

terms of local approximation by certain averaging functions. More precisely, we

assume that for each ball B c X there is a linear operator AB : L110C(X) —> C(X)

satisfying the following properties:

1. Mean dominance. There is a constant C such that for any / e L¡0C(X),

for any ball B and all y e B,

\ABf(y)\<C-f\f\dx,
Jb

where the right-hand side stands for JB \f\ dx/\B\ and we write dx instead of

dp(x) ;
2. Coherence. If B' c B, then AB>(ABf) = ABf ; in addition, we will assume

that for any constant X and any ball B, AB(X) = X. Any such family will be
called a family of averaging operators and denoted by either A or {AB} .

An obvious example is given by the means AB(f) = jBfdx; when X = RÖ

and k e N, a second example is given by the family {AB} of the orthogo-

nal projections of L¡oc(RQ) into the space Rk(B) of restrictions to the ball

B of polynomials of degree < k endowed with the inner product (<f), y/) =

{B4>(x)y/(x)dx [DVS,p. 8].
Let A be a given family of averaging operators on X, and for a > 0, x G X

and / e Ll^X) define

flA(x)=f*a(x) = supr(B)-a-f\f-ABf\dy,
xeß Jb

where r(B) denotes the radius of B ; if 1 < p < oo, we will denote by

CpA'a(X) = Cp'a the space of those LP functions / such that f* A e IP,

endowed with the norm ||/||P)a = ||/||p + ||/*||p .

Observe that if 1 < p < oo, and ABf = fBfdx,Cp-° = IP, whereas

C°°>0 = BMO. Also, if 0 < a < 1 and again ABf = jBfdx,

C™'a = Lipa = {f e L°°: \f(x) - f(y)\ < Cfd(x,y)a} .

Finally, if X = Rß, 1 < p < oo, a > 0, k = [a] and A = {AkB}, the
Sobolev spaces Wp •a and the Besov spaces Bpa 'q , 1 < q < p , are continuously

imbedded in CpA'q(R.Q) [DVS, Chapter 7].
In what follows we will assume that the family A is fixed.
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Proposition 3.1. If f eCp-a, 1 <r <p < Q/a and r* = Qr/(Q - ar), for any

ball B,

[JB\f-ABf\r'dx^j      ^c(j  \f*a\'dx)

If P = Q/a and p' = p/(p - 1), for some ß,C and all feCp'a,

(3) / ^(i/--4*/i/n/^iiy dx < C\B\.
JB

Finally, if p > Q/a, f is continuous.

This is an easy consequence of the estimate

\f(y) - ABf(y)\ <C I d(y, z)a-Qft(z) dz,
Jd(y,z)<Cr

which can be proved as in [Do, p. 676].

Now let 4>'- [0, oo) —> [0, oo) be a nonincreasing function such that

oo

E2*e</3(2*)<oo.
o

For x, y e X, t > 0, and / e IP , set <P,(x, y) = rG<Z)(d(x, y)/t),

u(x,t)= / 4>,(x,y)f{y)dy,
Jx

and

Ty,xf(x) = sup{\u(y, 0|: (y, t) e QY,x(x)}.

The main result of this section is

Theorem 3.2. If 1 < p < Q/a, Q - ap < m < Q and y — (Q - ap)/m, then
WTy^fWLUHz) < C\\f\\p,a,forall feCp-a and all 1>0.

We observe that for X = Re , we recover the results of [NRS, NS and AN]

for Poisson integrals of Sobolev and Besov functions.

This theorem will be an easy consequence of the following two lemmas. Re-

call that the tangential maximal operator M^yp was defined in §2; we shall

write Mk yp for M2yp .  Mf denotes the Hardy-Littlewood maximal func-

tion of /.

Lemma 3.3. Set F(y, t) = jB(   t)f*a(z)dz;  then

oo

Ty,J(x) < C(M/(x) + ^2*-eW<r/(x)).
o

Lemma 3.4. IffeCp>a and Q-ap < m < Q, then ||A//||ii.(//-.) < C||/||p,fl.

Taking these two lemmas for granted, we finish now the proof of Theorem
3.2. Setting A = £~ 2k^~Qlp^2, we have {¿Zo ^k(a~Qlp)Mk,ytPF > t} c

[)V=o{Ma,y,PF > t/A2k(a-Q/p»2}, and using the subadditivity of H£ , Lemma
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3.3, Lemma 3.4 and Theorem 2.1, we obtain, as we wanted to show, that

/•OO

/    H"({TyJf>t})tp-ldt
Jo

/»OO

<C        HZ({Mf>t})tp'xdt
Jo

OO /»OO

+ CV       H£({Mk    pF > t/A2k(a-Qlp)l2})tp-y dt
„Jo

<C\\f\\pp,a + CYj2kpi>a-QlpV2\\NF\\pp
o

<C\\f\\pp,a,

where the last inequality is a consequence of the Hardy-Littlewood maximal

theorem.
We prove finally Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4.

Proof of Lemma 3.3. Assume (y, t) is such that t < 1 and d(x, y) < ty = T,

and set B* = B(y, 2T) ; then

l"i>.OI</+/JB'    Jx-B"
<S>t(y,z)\f(z)\dz

B'      JX-B"

ux(y, t) + u2(y, t).

If d(y, z) > 2T, then d(x, z) < 3Kd(y, z)/2 and, as a consequence,

®t(y • z) < t~Q<p(2d(x, z)/3Kt), which under the assumptions on <j> implies

by well-known arguments

(4) u2(y, t) < rQ [ cp(d(x, z)/Ct)\f(z)\dz < CMf{x).
Jx

To deal with ux(y, t), if B' = B(y, t), let B0 = B' c Bx c •• • c BN = B*
be a sequence of balls with B¡ — B(y, 2lt) and set i?n = Bq , R¡ — B¡ - 5;_i ,

1 < / < N. Then,

N      . N

ux(y, t) < /"eE /   I/(Z)I4W, z)h)dz = E^' 0»
0      R' 0

Since x e Bn and 4>(d(y, z)/t) ~ 0(2') on R¡, using the coherence and

mean dominance properties and the definition of /* , we estimate each v¡ as

Vi(y, t) < t-QcpW) [
JRt

¡v

< C2'e0(2')

\f - ABJ\ + E \AbJ - ABj_J\ + \ABJ\
i+i

r

¿(2^)a-/ f*a(z)dz + Mf(x)
i Jb,

(z)dz

< C2'Ö0(2')   Mf(x) + £2i(a-Q'p)MitytPF{x)    ,
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and, therefore,

OO / oo \

ux(y, t) < C^2'^(2'') lMf(x) + Y,2J{a-Q/p)M¿ty,pF(x)\

oo

< CMf(x) + cY,2J{a-Q/p)Mj:,y,pF(x),
o

which together with (4) gives the desired estimate for u.

Proof of Lemma 3.4. Set Mxf(x) = sup{fB \f\dz:xeB, r(B) < 1} , M2f(x)
= snp{jB\f\dz: x e B,r(B) > 1}. If {Bk} = {B(xk, rk)} is a Whitney
decomposition of {M2f > t}, arguing as in the proof of Lemma 2.3, we see

that {M2f > t} c \J{B(xk • Crk): rk > 1} and, therefore,

HZ({M2f>t}) < CEC < CE'-f < C\{M2f>t}\.
rk>\

Thus, WifWutHs,) < C\\M2f\\p < C\\f\\p .
Next, if x e B(y, r), r < 1 and B0 = B(y, r) c Bx c • ■ • C BN = B(y, 1)

is a sequence of balls with B¡ = B(y, 2'r), arguing as in the estimate for the

Vi above, we obtain

N

l       |/(z)|í5íz<CE(2J>r-/ f*a(z)dz + C-f       \f(z)\dz.
JB(y,r) g JBj »/Ä^,!)

Choosing now b < a such that y = (Q- bp)/m < I, it follows that (y, 2h) e
Qy ¿(x) for 0 < j < N and, thus, with F as in Lemma 3.3 and writing Mb y p

iorMLy,P>

N

4        \f(z)\dz < cYJ{2jr)a-b(2h)bF(y,2h) + CM2f(x)
JB(y,r) 0

< C \j^(Vr)a- »\ Mb,y¡pF(x) + CM2f(x)

<C(Mbty,pF(x) + M2f(x));

the desired result follows now from Theorem 2.1.

4. Tangential convergence on stratified nilpotent Lie groups

Let N be a simply connected nilpotent Lie group, with identity denoted by

0, and Lie algebra n, such that

n = Fi ® • • • © Vm

with the property [F,, Vf\ = Vj+X , 1 < j < m, [Vx, Vm] = {0} (we refer
to [FoS2, Chapter 1] for unexplained concepts or notation); the exponential

exp : n —► N is then a diffeomorphism which takes Lebesgue measure in n into

bi-invariant Haar measure dx in N. We will assume the existence in n of

a family of dilations {Sr}r>o and denote by rn the induced dilations rn =

exp((5r(exp_1(«))) on N; we will also assume the existence of a homogeneous
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norm on N, that is, a function | • | : N —> [0, oo) such that \n\ = 0 if and only

if n = 0, |«_11 = |az| and |rAz| = r\n\. It then follows that there is a number

K > 1 such that for all n, u e N, \nu\ < K(\n\ + \u\) and, therefore, d(n , u) =
\n~lu\ defines a quasidistance on N whose balls B(n, r) = {u: d(n, u) < r}

satisfy \B(n, r)\ — crQ where c is the Haar measure of the unit ball, and

Q - £)jLi 7 dim Vj is the homogeneous dimension of N. Fix a basis of left

invariant vector fields {Xx, ... , X„x, X„i+X, ... , X„2, ... , X„m} in such a way

that {Xn¡_l+X, ... , Xn¡} forms a basis for V¡ and let {¿;x, ... , £„}, n = nm ,

be its dual basis. We say that P:N-»C is a polynomial if P o exp is a

polynomial on n; setting t]¡ = c¡¡ o exp-1, the functions {nx, ... , nn} form

a global coordinate system on N, and any polynomial P can be written as

P = ¿Z^rrj1, where I = (ix, ... , in) e N" , nl = n\', ... , n'nn and all but

finitely many of the a¡ are 0.   Setting d¡ = z  for «,_■ + I < j < n¡ and

d(I) = d\ii +-h dni„ , the homogeneous degree of such a polynomial P is

deg(P) = max{d(I): a¡ ^ 0}. The set P^ of polynomials of homogeneous

degree < k is invariant under dilations and under left and right translations

[FoS2, p. 23].
We will denote by Yx, ... ,Yn the right invariant vector fields in N such

that X¡\o = Y,\o , and set X' = X{1 ■ ■ -X'n", Y1 = Y¡> ■ ■ ■ Y'", and (d/dn)1 =

dh/dn\l ■■■d'"/dt]'n", where the d/dr]i are the partial derivatives with respect

to the global coordinates r¡¡. The powers X1 and (d/dn)' are related by

X'f=     E     Pu(d/dt])Jf,     (d/dr\)lf=     E     QuX'f,
\J\<\1\ \J\<\i\

d(J)>d(I) d(J)>d(I)

where P¡j , Q¡j are homogeneous polynomials of degree d(J) - d(I) [FoS2,

p. 25], and similar formulas hold for Y1. As a consequence if P e Fk then
its derivatives X1P, Y1 P e Vk-d(i) for d(I) < k and they are equal to 0 if

d(I) > k. Conversely, if f e Ck and either X'f = 0 or Y'f = 0 for all /
with d(I) = k, it follows from the stratified Taylor inequality [FoS2, p. 34]
that /eP*_,.

If B is a ball in N, k e N and / G L,'oc, let ABf be the orthogonal
projection of / into the vector space Fk(B) of restrictions to B of polynomials

of degree < k endowed with the inner product (</>, y/) = \B\~l JB <j>y/ . We have

Proposition 4.1. For each k, Ak = {AB} is a family of averaging operators.

Moreover, for any ball B,

(5) lB\f-A%^MJB\f-Pl
Proof. The linearity and coherence properties are obvious. An easy homogene-

ity argument yields, for \u\ < 1,

AB(o, \)[f°Ln o r](u) = AkB(nr)f(nru),

where Ln denotes left translation by n ; thus the mean dominance for the

ball B(n, r) reduces to that for B(0, 1), which follows by writing AB(0 X)f in

terms of an orthonormal basis of Yk(B(0, 1)). Finally, estimate (5) is an easy

consequence of the coherence and mean dominance properties.
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Given a > 0 and k = [a] we will denote by Cp'a the space CpA'a. For

1 < p < oo and k e N we consider the Sobolev spaces

W-k = {feLp: X'f e LP for d(I) < k}

with the norm H/H^,».* = Y,d(i)<k II^/IIp • Tne main result of this section is

Theorem 4.2. If I < p < oo, k e N and f e Wp>k, then f e Cp-k and

\\f\\p,k<C\\f\\m.k.

Since Co° is dense in Wp>k [Fol, p. 187] we have

Corollary 4.3. IfQ-kp<m<Q,y = (Q- kp)/m, f e Wp-k , <f>(r) and
u(n, t) are as in Theorem 3.2 and we assume ¡<f>(\n\)dn = 1, then u(n, t)
tends to f(n) inside íly¡x(n) for Hm-a.e. n e N and all X > 0.

We remark that these two results also hold for the more general Bessel po-

tential spaces Ja^) of G. B. Folland (see their definition below).

Before continuing, we shall give three specific examples on tangential con-

vergence for harmonic and holomorphic functions that follow directly from

the Corollary 4.3. All three involve the class 32 [FoS2, p. 253] of those
cj) G C°°(N) such that <D(«, t) = rQ<p(n/t) for t ¿ 0, and «3>(«, 0) = 0 for
n ± 0, defines a C°° function on N x [0, oo) - {(0, 0)} . Such a 4> satisfies

\</>(n)\ < C/(l + |n|G+1) [FoS2, p. 255] and the preceding tangential convergence
results apply to

u(n,t) = (f*^(',t))(n)=if(nu-lmu,t)du.

Example 1. Our first and more general example deals with the Poisson ker-

nel P(n, t) associated to the sublaplacian £f = Y^"LX Xf . For any bounded

continuous function / defined on N, the solution to the Dirichlet problem

(-2" + d2/dt2)u = 0, u(n, 0) = f(n) is given (cf. [Fo2]) by

u(n,t) = [f*P(-,t)](n),

where P(n, t) = t~Qp(n/t) is the Poisson kernel for N and p e 31.

Example 2. Let X = G/K be a rank one symmetric space of noncompact type,

where G = KAN is the Iwasawa decomposition of the semisimple Lie group G

and let N be the image of N under the Cartan involution. The nilpotent Lie

groups N and N are either step one or step two nilpotent (see [He, Chapter

IX] for details). Choose a vector H in the Lie algebra of A such that rn =

exp(tH)n exp(-tH), where / = log(l/>), defines a family of dilations in N.

If n = Vx e V2 and {Xx, ... , Xp} is a basis of Vx and {Yx, ... ,Yq} is a

basis of V2 (when needed), for each n = exp{£, x¡X¡ + YüyjYj} in N we

take as coordinates (x, y) = (xx, ... , xp,yx, ... ,yq) and as homogeneous

norm |«| = (16|y|2 + |x|4)1/4. If Ax denotes the Laplace-Beltrami operator

on X, for any bounded continuous function / on N, the solution to the

Dirichlet problem A\u = 0 in X, u\^ = f, is given by u(nexp(tH)K) =

j f(nu~l)r~Q<f>(r~lu)du, where now Q = p + 2q and

cf>(n) = C[(l + c|x|2)2 + 4c|if]-ß/2 g 31.
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Example 3 (the Siegel domains). Let

D = {z = (z', zn+x): z' G C", zn+x e C, h(z) = Imzn+x - |z'|2 > 0}

and let dD be its boundary. We identify dD with the Heisenberg group H

that can be parametrized by C" x R with the operation (z1, t)(w', s) = (z' +

w', t + s + 2z' -w'). The group H is step two nilpotent with dilations defined

by r(z', t) — (rz', r2t) and its homogeneous norm is \(z', t)\ = (t2 + |z'|4)1/4 .

For / bounded and continuous on H the solution to the Dirichlet problem

Aß« = 0, u\dD = / is given by the function

Pf(z',t + i(x + \z'\2))= [ f((z',t)w-x)Pz(w)dw,
Ju

where Pz(w) = x~QP(x~lw), Q = 2« + 2 and

P(z', t) = c/(t2 + (l + |z'|2)2)"+1 G M.

We also consider the Cauchy-Szegö kernel in D :

S(z, w) = c(i(w^~x - zn+x )-2z' - w7)-"       (zeD,wedD).

If f e LP(E.), 1 < p < oo, the holomorphic function defined by the Cauchy-

Szegö integral F(z) = JnS(z, w)f(w)dw can be expressed as F(z) =

P(jf + Sf)(z) [KV, p. 618] where S is a principal value distribution and,

hence, bounded in Wp>k [FoSl, p. 455]. Therefore, tangential convergence is

also obtained for Cauchy-Szegö integrals of Sobolev functions.

Before sketching the proof of Theorem 4.2 we first recall Folland's definition

of Bessel potentials on the group N [Fol]. Let h(n , t), n e N, t > 0 be the

heat kernel associated to the heat operator d/dt- YÜU %} anc*> f°r a > 0 • set

1       z"00
Ja(n) = vr7TJ    ta'2e-'h(n,t)dt/t.

i (a/¿) j0

The following lemma gives the behavior of Ja(n) for \n\ near 0 or oo.

Lemma 4.4. If a < Q and n ^ 0 then

\X'Ja(n)\ < C\n\a-Q~d(I)       (lenn);

moreover, for all k e N, there exists C = C¡ k such that

\X'Ja(n)\ < C\n\-Q-d^~2k .

Proof. Differentiating under the integral sign the expression defining Ja

and taking into account that for all k and / the inequality \dkX'h(n, t)\ <

C(v/i + \n\)-Q-d^-2k holds [FoS2], we obtain

\X'Ja(n)\ < C\n\-Q-dW /'"' fl2e-'-
Jo t

+ T  H t(a-Q-d(I))/2   -tdj_

¡w t
< C\n\a-Q-d{l) _

Next, since for n ^ 0 the function X'h(n, t) vanishes to infinite order at

t = 0, Taylor's theorem yields \X'h(n, t)\ < Ctk\n\~Q~d^-2k for all k , and

the second estimate also follows by differentiating under the integral sign.
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Our interest in the Bessel kernels is due to the fact that Wp<k - JkIP (cf.

[Fol, p. 191]). Since Jb(Cp-a) is continuously imbedded in Cp>a+b (see Propo-

sition 4.5 below), we have that Wp>k = Jk(Lp) = Jk(Cp'°) c Cp-k, and then

Theorem 4.2 follows.

Proposition 4.5. If f e Cp<a,  a > 0, then  (Jbf)*a+b < Cf*  and therefore

\\Jbf\\a+b,P<\\f\\a,p.

Proof. We simply sketch the argument. We assume b < Q (the general case will

follow from the semigroup property of Bessel potentials, cf. [Fol, p. 183]). We

fix n e N and r > 0, and set k = [a], and I = [a + b], where [•] denotes as be-

fore the integral part function. Let B = B(n, r) and B' = B(n, 2KXr), where

X and K denote the constant in the stratified left Taylor inequality (cf. [FoS2,

p. 35]) and the constant in the quasidistance inequality for N respectively. Let

P = AkB,f and

Q(u) = P*Jb(u)+ [  (f(v)-P(v))Tlv.inJb(n-lu)dv
J?B'

= Qi(u) + Q2(u),

where Tl , (•) = T(-) stands for the degree / left Taylor polynomial of Jb at

the point v~[n eN. By Lemma 4.4, Qx is well defined and since d(I) = k + 1

implies Y'QX = (Y'P) * Jb = 0, we get ßi e P* . On the other hand,

T(n~lu)=  E Ciid/driyTiOWn-tu)1

d(i)<i

= £ E    c,,jXJT(0)\t1(n-lu L,\/

U\<\i\
U(J)=d(I)

= E        E    c,,jXJJb(v-ln)
d(I)<l I    \J\<\¡\

<d(J)=d(I)

K,\I}n(n  lu)

which, again by Lemma 4.4, implies that Q2 is well defined and belongs to I

Now

j\Jbf-Q\du < j (J \f(v) - P(v)\Jb(v-[u)dv^j du

H   \f(v)-P(v)\\Jb(v-lu)-T{n-xu)\dv^du

-f II(u)du,
JB

IB

= 1 +
Ib

and arguing as in [Do, p. 675], it follows that both I and II(w) are bounded by

Cra+bfl(n), which implies the desired result.

5. Harmonic functions in Lipschitz domains

A bounded domain  D c RN+l   is called a Lipschitz domain if for each

Q e dD there is a ball B' = B(Q, p0), a coordinate system (x, xN+x) =
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(xi, ... , Xjv+i) isometric to the usual one in RN+l and a function </> with

||V<£||oo < m such that B' n D = {(x, x^+i): x^+i > <^(x)} n D. We shall

assume the constants po and m to be the same for all Q e dD and set

<P(x) = (x, <¡>{x)) and A(ß, r) = B(Q, r) n dD.
Let us briefly discuss Dirichlet's problem in Lipschitz domains (see [Dal or

JK] for more details). If / is continuous on dD, the function u e C2(D) n

C(D) such that Au = 0 on D, u = f on dD is given by

u(X)= f   f(Q)dcox(Q),
JdD

where dcox denotes harmonic measure with respect to D and X. By Harnack's

inequality, for all X, Y e D, dcox «: dcoY ; therefore, fixing a point X0 e D

and setting dco = dcox°, it follows that for X e D and Q e dD, dcox(Q) =

K(X,Q)doj(Q).
K(X, Q) is called the kernel function of D, and it has [JK, Lemma 4.14]

the following property: there is a sequence {Cj} with YIT cj < °° verifying that

for any ßo G dD and any r, 0 < r < po , a point A = Ar(Qo) can be found in

D with \A-Qo\^r such that setting A0 = A(ß0, r) = R0, A7 = A(ß0, Vr),
and Rj = A; - A7_i, then for all Q e Rj ,

(6) K(A,Q)<Cj/co(Aj).

Furthermore, dco and surface measure do are also mutually absolutely con-

tinuous and, for a certain q > 1, the Radon-Nikodym derivative k = dco/do
verifies the following reverse Holder condition [Dal, Theorem 3]: for every

AcdD,

(7) (-Ik" do)      <C-lkdo;

q can always be taken > 2 for general Lipschitz domains, and for C1 domains

(7) holds for all q < oo .
We will also need the following quantitative form of the already mentioned

Harnack's inequality [JK, p. 93]: if Xx, X2 G D verify

S = Ô(XX) = dist(A"i, dD) ~ Ô(X2)

and \XX -X2\ < ô , then, for any positive harmonic function u, u(Xx) ~ u(X2).

We introduce now Sobolev spaces Wp' ' (dD). Fix first a finite family {B\ =

B(Qi, po)} such that dD = \JA*, with A* = A(ß,, p0/4M), M = vTT"^2,
and denote the corresponding coordinate functions as 0,, <I>; ; then / will be

in Wp>l(dD) if and only if / e U(do) and for each i, f(x) = /(<D,(x)) e

W'^&y^A'j)), where A'¿ = B'tndD (the Lipschitz character of dD makes

the definition independent of the choice of the B[). We also define Cp'x(dD)

as the space of those / G Lp(do) such that /* G IP (do), where

f\(Qo) = sup r(A)"1 -f \f(Q) - fA\ do(Q),
Go 6 A J A

with 7a = /a / • We have
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Lemma 5.1. If f eWp>1, 1 < p < oo, then f\ e Lp(do).

Proof. Let ßo G A(Q, r) = A; we will assume that r(A) < po/AM, since

for r > po/'AM, r~l ¿ \f - fA\do < CMf(Q0), with M denoting Hardy-
Littlewood's maximal operator with respect to surface measure. If ßo G A*,

then <b~l(A) C 33 = B(0;l(Q), r) c O'^A]) c RN and, therefore, setting

f@ = j@f(p)dp, Poincaré's inequality in R^ gives us

4\f-A\do<C-l\f-fMda
Ja Ja

<C-Í \fi(p)-fMdp<CrFi(Qo)
J®

where F,(ß0) = sup{£^ t) \Vf(p)\dp: |ß0-<&/(?)| < t < Pol AM}. Clearly

Fi e Lp(A\, do), and since /? < C £ F,, we obtain /* g LP(da).

We observe that since [DVS, Chapter 5] \Vf(p)\ < (f)*x(p) < f*x(®i(p)),
then Y^Fi < CM(f*), and as a consequence, Cp,x = Wp'x and

M

Eiiv^ii^^*)^ii/ïii/'-
i

For I > 1, 0 < y < 1, set fiy>A(ß0) = {XeD: \X-Qq\ < (lU)ô(X)y}. We
have the following result on tangential convergence of solutions of the Dirichlet

problem with Sobolev functions as boundary data.

Theorem 5.2. Let D be a Lipschitz domain for which k - dco /do satisfies a

reverse Holder condition with exponent q. If f e Wp<l(dD), p < N, q' <p* =

Npl(N-p) and l-p/N <y<\, then u(X) = ¡f(Q)dcox(Q) tends to f(Q0)
as X tends to ßo inside £ly,x(Qo) for Hm-a.a. ßo G dD, m = (N -p)/y,

and all X > 0.

Proof. Assume X e D is such that \X - Q0\ < ôy = ô(Xy < 1, set T = ôy
and fix Qx e dD with \X - Qx\ = Ô . If A* = A(ßx , 2T), A = A6(QX) and
U(X) = / \f(Q)\ dcox(Q), the above form of Harnack's inequality gives

\u(X)\ < CU(A) = C ( [  + f       ) \f(Q)\K(A, Q) dco(Q)
\JA'       JdD-A'/

= C(UX(A) + U2(A)).

Arguing as in [CFMS, Theorem 4.3] we obtain U2(A) < CMwf(Qo), with
Mmf(Q) = sup{/A f dco/œ(A) : Q e A} . Now, by the well-known self-improving
property of reverse Holder conditions, k does satisfy a condition with exponent

r > q and, therefore, Mwf < C(M\f\r')xlr', where we have now r' < p*. Us-

ing Proposition 3.1 we conclude that U2(A) < CMf(Q0) + C(M\yp(F)(Qo)),

with F(y,t) = (jB(yit)fffls and s = Nr>/(N + r>) <p.

To deal with UX(A) let A0 = A(QX, ô) c Ai c • ■ ■ C AM = A* be a sequence
of surface balls as in the proof of Lemma 3.4 and set R0 = A0, R¡ = A, - A,_ i .

Using estimate (6) and the reverse Holder condition and arguing as in that
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lemma, we have for v¡(A) = jR¡ \f(Q)\K(A, Q)k(Q)do(Q),

MA) < ̂ y Qf \f(Q)-fA,\k(Q)do(Q)^j

+ c' ( E £ I/-41^) +CiMf(Qo)

M   / X 'A'

^c' E ( jA \f - 4 r d° j   + c,^/(öo)

^ c< E2J<5 (£ (/1)5 ^j  + c'm/(ôo) ,

where the last inequality follows again from Proposition 3.1 with

s = Nr'/(N + r') <p.

Thus, with F(Q, t) as before, we obtain the estimate

oo

\u(X)\ < CMf(Qo) + CY/2j{l-N/p)MJUypF(Qo),
o

which, arguing as in Theorem 3.2 yields the strong-type inequality

fJo
HZ({Ty,J>t})tp-'dt<C\\f\\p,,

with T/txf(Q) = sup{|w(^)|: X G Q7,A(ß)} . A well-known density argument

completes the proof.
We finally remark that the above arguments rely only on the estimate (6)

for the kernel function, the reverse Holder condition (7) and the quantitative

version of Harnack inequality stated at the beginning of this section. These

three properties are satisfied not only by the Laplacian but also by more general

second order elliptic operators in divergence form (see [FJK, Da2]) and the

results of this section hold for these operators too. There are corresponding

results for higher order Sobolev spaces Wp-1 in Ck domains, / < k , as well.

6. Further results

We will discuss in this section tangential convergence for functions in Cp-a

when ap = Q and also nontangential convergence for general a, p .

In the first case we will prove a weak-type inequality for the tangential maxi-

mal operators associated with certain exponential regions. More precisely, with

X a space of homogeneous type as in §2, set for x G X,

Qy,x(x) = {(y,t): d(x,y) < (I + X)/(\ogl/t)l/y},

let 0, -3> and u be functions of the type considered in §3, and consider the

operator

Ey,J(x) = snp{\u(y, t)\: (y, t) G 0M(x)};

we have
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Theorem 6.1. If f e Cp>Qlp(X) and 0 < y < Qp'/p, then, for all X > 0,

H»''{{Ertlf>t})<C(\\f\\Pta/,/ty.

A similar result holds for functions in WN' ' (dD) with D c RN+l a bounded

Lipschitz domain: setting

®y,x(Qo) = {XeD:\X-Qo\< (1 + A)/(log l/S(X))1»},

we have for u(X) = J f(Q) dcox(Q) and

Ey,xf(Qo) = sup{\u(X)\:X e ey,A(ß0)},

Theorem 6.2. If feWN>x (dD) and 0 < y < N', then, for all X > 0,

HyjiN'({Ey^f > t}) < c((\\f\\N + uiuytf.

The proof is similar in both cases and, being slightly more complicated, we

will only give that of Theorem 6.2.

Proof of Theorem 6.2. Since D is Lipschitz we can assume that harmonic mea-

sure dco — dcox° with respect to the fixed point X0 satisfies a reverse Holder

condition with exponent 2.

Let us consider the function <&(t) = eßt I2 - 1, with ß the constant of

estimate (3) in Proposition 3.1 and N' = N/(N - 1). Denoting by 4* its

complementary Young function [Z, p. 16], then, for some constant C, 4,(i) <

CsO+log+s)1^' =W(s).
Assume ß0 G dD,X e D and \X - ß0| < (1 + X)/\o%(\/6(X))xly = p;

if ô = S(X) < 1/10 and Qx e D is such that \X - Qx\ = S, then ß0 G
A(QX, 2p) = A*, and setting A = AS(QX), we have as in the proof of Theorem

5.2,

\u(X)\ < C\U(A)\ <c(( + /       ) \f(Q)\ dcoA(Q)
VA*      JdD-A'J

< CMmf(Qo) + C [  |/(ß) - /A. | dcoA(Q) + Mf(Qo)
Ja-

<C(Mf2(Qo))l'2 + C [  \f(Q)-fA.\dcoA(Q)
Ja-

= C(Mf2(Qo))[/2 + CV(A).

Set now F(ß) = |/(ß) -/a< |/||/*Za« \\n ', then, by Holder's inequality for the
pair <D,VF [Z, p. 175],

V(A) = co(A*)\\f*xXA-\\N i  F(Q)K(A,
7a*

Q)
dco(Q)

co(A*)

<co(An\\fUA-\\N\\K(A,-)yrd0>{Q)/co(A.)

. (I  e"lf(ö)lA''/2fc(0rf(T(ß)^(|A*|/iü(A*))

< Cco(A*)\\f*xXA'\\N\\K(A, •)\\w,dw(Q)/w(A')

.(J eß\nQ)f do(Q)^'2 (J k2doSjl2(\A\*/co(A*))

< C<u(A*)||/î/A.||Ar||A'(^, -)\W,dw(Q)iw(A-),
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the last estimate being a consequence of the second part of Proposition 3.1 and

the reverse Holder condition satisfied by k .

We estimate \\K(A, •)h,dm(Q)im(A') ■ Set A = A(Qx,ô) and

T = c0(log(e/co(A))l/N'/co(A*),

with Co > 1 to be fixed later. Since co(A') < 1 for all surface balls, we have

T > 1 ; also, k verifies for some p Muckenhoupt's Ap condition [CF],

(£"') (£*-^T*c-
and, therefore, l/w(A') < C/\A'\P ; thus, T < C(log \/S)N'/co(A*). By estimate
(6) we have K(A, Q) < c/co(A) < Cô~Np for all ß G A*, which implies

7oW)L^K{A'Q)/T)ä(o{Q)
l/N1

co(A*)JA.       T       V T
^££%ß)f1+log+^Ö)]

<-^i/-^(^r^
Co 7a*

K(A,Q)dco(Q)<^<V(l)
Co

for an appropriate Co . Since [Z, p. 173],

l|glk¿W"(A-) = inf{': J V(g/t)da,/a>(A*)<V(l)} ,

it follows that \\K(A, Olk^tQjMA*) < T < C(log l/ô)l/N'/co(A*). As a con-
sequence,

/ r \l/N
V(A) < Cp(logl/ô)l'N' [fA/ï(Q)Nde)

<Cpl-y'N'(£f«x(Q)Ndo)

<C(MN_yN/N,(f*)N(Qo))l/N,

where Mag(Q) = supQeAr(A)a jA \g\ do . To deal with (A/y2)1/2(ß0), arguing

as in the proof of Theorem 5.2, we see that

(Mf2Y'2(Qo) < CMf(Qo) + C(MN_yNIN,(f*)N(Qo))x'N

for all y with 0 < y < N'. Also, small modifications in the proof of Lemma

3.4 yield that

Mf(Qo) < C(MN^yN/N,(rx)N(Qo))i'N

for the same y. Since for f e Ll and 0 < a < N it holds that

H£-a({Mag>t})<C\\g\\x/t,

the desired weak-type inequality follows.

As mentioned in the introduction, in the X = RN case Theorem 6.1 can

be improved to a strong-type inequality using the so-called strong capacitary
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estimates [NRS] (see also [Do]) and the same techniques can be used to show

for Lipschitz domains D that, if / G WN>l(dD) and 0 < y < N',

/•OO

/    HyJIN'({Ey^f > /})i"-' dt < C(\\f\\N + \\f*\\N)N.
Jo

However, it is not clear how to extend these methods to the case of a general

space of homogeneous type.

We finally mention nontangential convergence results. In the situation of §3,

setting

TJ(x) = sup{|M(>;, t)\:d(x,y) < (1 +X)t},

we clearly have T2f < Tyjf for all y < 1 and, therefore, WTifWu^^) <
C\\f\\p,a for Q-ap < m <Q. Since the Sobolev spaces of §§4 and 5 have all
dense subsets of continuous functions, it follows that nontangential convergence

holds for them except on an exceptional set of zero Hausdorff //'"-measure for

all m > Q - ap and m > N - p , respectively (i.e., of Hausdorff dimensions
Q-ap and N - p).

However, using the results of §3, these dimensional estimates can be im-

proved: in fact, the exceptional set has zero Ca,p capacity, where

Ca,p(K) = inf\\\F\\p:F>0, [ d(x, y)a-<>F(y)dy > Xk
[ Jd(x,y)<l

is the analogue in this setting of the well-known Bessel capacities (we omit the

details; the R" result is classical and see [AC] for the unit ball in C").
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